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OVERVIEW

    •    The underlying fundamentals of the U.S. economy remain healthy enough to overcome the friction associated  
with high inflation.

    •    With an estimated $2 trillion-plus in incremental savings, consumption should remain supportive of future 
economic activity.

    •     U.S. equities should regain their footing, although slipping earnings growth because of margin pressures could 
weigh on prices.

    •    Geopolitical risks remain: Russia, China/Taiwan sovereignty, Iran nuclearization, cyber-attack—any of these  
could emerge as a country-specific or regional existential threat.

    •    Interest rates are higher in nearly every developed market around the world, and risk-taking sentiment has been 
consistently poor, leading credit-sensitive assets to underperform.

    •    Long-term interest rates are likely to decline, as the fixed income markets price in the probability of economic 
slowing and future Fed rate cuts.

    •    Healthy balance sheets across much of the investment-grade and high-yield corporate world continue to offer 
fundamental protection against a deteriorating economic climate.

    •    Two areas of fixed income experienced notable spread widening and now appear attractively valued: Preferred 
securities and tax-exempt municipal bonds.
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Chart 1:  U.S. Initial Jobless Claims

(Source: Janney Investment Strategy Group; U.S. Department of Labor)

ECONOMY & EQUITY MARKETS
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However, we believe the underlying 
fundamentals of the U.S. economy remain 
healthy enough to overcome the friction 
associated with today’s high levels 
of inflation. We remain vigilant to the 
prospects that souring consumer sentiment, 
and the Federal Reserve’s designs on 
tightening monetary conditions, could 
foreshadow our adopting a dimmer view 
as we move deeper into this year. In the 
meantime, although gloom resulting in a 
rather severe correction in stock prices is 
increasingly pervasive among investors, we 
remain constructive on risk assets and the 
economy for the remainder of this year. 

THE ECONOMY

While we may have downgraded the 
sanguine view we held at the beginning of 
the year, we still believe the economy will 
continue to expand into 2023. That view 
is predicated on what we think are the 
most important factors in determining the 
prospects for domestic economic growth.

Employment 

If a recession were imminent, we would 
expect to see hiring start to sputter. 
Certainly, the pace of hiring has slowed, but 
it remains strong overall. Not only has the 
unemployment rate been whittled down to 
3.6%—a level just above the 50-year low 
of 3.5% achieved in February 2020—but 
the breadth of industries hiring is high 
and labor force participation is inching up. 
Even as the monthly National Federation 
of Independent Business (NFIB) Optimism 
survey has cooled, small business hiring 
plans are rising. Separately, the monthly 
Job Openings and Labor Turnover Survey 
(JOLTS) report showed a near-record 11.4 
million job openings, an amount nearly twice 
the number of unemployed workers  
in America today. 

Weekly jobless claims, considered a leading 
indicator for the labor market, have begun 
to turn up somewhat, but from historically 
low levels.

Aggregate payrolls, which is a statistic that 
combines gains or losses in jobs, wages, 
and the average work week, posted a 9.6% 
yearly gain, and an even stronger 11.3% 
year-over-year increase for production 
and non-supervisory workers—a rate more 
than double that of its pre-pandemic level. 
Altogether, the labor market shows little 
or no sign of weakening enough to incite 
worries of a looming recession.

Consumer Spending

The massive amount of savings that 
consumers accumulated during the midst of 
the pandemic has provided ample ability to 
consume. Household debt as a percent of 
GDP has shriveled to near the lowest in two 
decades. In addition, the service cost of that 
debt, while increasing as interest rates have 
adjusted higher post-pandemic, is still far 
less than anytime in the four decades.

With an estimated $2 trillion-plus in 
incremental savings, consumption should 
remain supportive of future economic activity. 

Among the many concerns expressed in our initial Outlook 2022 publication, inflation 
has overwritten most of them. So too has the Federal Reserve’s response to it. While we 
did not think the risk associated with prices running at the highest in four decades would 
overwhelm consumer behavior so much as to thwart the economic expansion, it has 
clearly stunted activity.
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Spending is shifting into restaurants, air travel, lodging, 
and entertainment at the expense of stay-at-home goods. 
Consumers are still flush with cash and the propensity to 
spend remains as long as it is not upended by inflation 
or anything else that could further erode confidence. 
Therefore, a spending collapse that induces a marked 
slowdown, or outright contraction in economic activity, 
seems remote.

 

Inflation

Reports abound of inflation running at levels many can’t 
ever remember seeing. Rightly so, given its universal 
impact and especially deleterious effect on low- and 
middle-income households.

While it is difficult to disentangle how much of it was 
driven by excess demand and how much was induced by 
supply-chain distortions, it nonetheless has persisted at 
extremely high levels far longer than many of our monetary 
and fiscal policymakers expected. In any case, we believe 
it will begin to subside. The two components of inflation, 

weighted 22% goods and 78% services, have contributed 
to the increase collectively, but the unusually large spike  
in goods inflation has begun to roll over.

Consumers have less need to equip homes for remote 
work and at-home activities, buy used cars because new 
ones aren’t in stock, and purchase sporting items as crowd-
less camping, golfing, and fishing naturally exploded. 
Therefore, as inventories for those goods have swelled 
and demand has abated, prices have begun to  
fall, albeit begrudgingly.

Across the services industries, the cost of shelter is an 
unequivocally rising input. Home price acceleration 
should slow as affordability declines due to rising 
mortgage financing costs. While the lack of housing 
inventory will keep prices well bid in general, as will 
the increases in rental rates as landlords leveraged the 
lack of housing alternatives, weaker new and existing 
home sales and falling homebuilder sentiment suggests 
the housing market is ripe for a slowdown. This, in turn, 
will provide some relief to services inflation as shelter 
costs impose a disproportionate amount of influence 
upon readings of inflation. We do think inflation is likely 
to stay well above trend for the foreseeable future, so 
its notoriously unpredictable behavior will need to be 
monitored closely over the coming months to see if it is 
complying with our expectations. 

Market Signals of Economic Vitality

While we addressed a few critical fundamental variables 
we consider when evaluating the economy and its 
prospects going forward, there are also a few market-
related indicators that are useful to follow. The Treasury 
yield curve has had high, but not infallible, predictive value. 
The normal structure of the curve, if plotted from short-to 
long-term-maturity Treasury securities, is to see short-term 
maturity yields lower than those on longer-term maturities. 
It is when the yields on short-term maturities exceed that of 
longer-term bonds, a so-called “inversion,” that has usually 
occurred preceding a recession with a long and variable 
lag. The other calculation we consider is the Leading 
Economic Index (LEI). If its yearly percentage change turns 
negative on a year-over-year basis, that also has been a 
harbinger of a pending recession. Each of these has issued 
its own false signal, but during the past 50 years during 
which we have had eight recessions most occurred when 
these indicators accurately predicted one would follow. 
Today, neither are flashing red.

We are not so Pollyanna as to believe something might 
not cause a disruption in those factors that are poised to 
propel positive economic growth. This is true any time, let 
alone when the pace of real growth in the low-to-mid single 
digits leaves little room on the downside before turning 
into a recession. While hardly exhaustive, the following 
variables are what we are following closely. They will be 
instrumental in affirming or adjusting our outlook. 

Chart 2:  U.S. Personal Consumption

(Source: Janney Investment Strategy Group; Bureau of Economic Analysis)

Chart 3:  Consumer Price Index

(Source: Janney Investment Strategy Group; U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics)
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Risks to Monitor

Inflation
•    Sustained levels of higher inflation would cause the 

Federal Reserve to respond aggressively and increase 
the risk of suffocating growth.

Emergence of a vaccine-evading COVID strain
•    The re-introduction of tight stringency measures to cope 

with a COVID outbreak that also overwhelms hospital 
capacity could thwart economic growth. 

Fiscal policy 
•    Corporate tax increases to pay for a new government-

spending package will likely pressure margins and trim 
profit growth. 

Geopolitical risks
•    Russia, China/Taiwan sovereignty, Iran nuclearization, 

cyber-attack—any of these could emerge as a country-
specific or regional existential threat.  

INVESTMENT IMPLICATIONS

The following outline demonstrates how we would express 
our central thesis that economic growth will remain 
positive, inflation will be high but decelerating, short-term 
interest rates have further to rise, and risk premiums could 
fall. This should lead to higher stock prices and risk assets 
in general. If the data deviate from our expectations, like  
Lord Keynes, we reserve the right to change our minds.   

•    Global Equity Markets – U.S. equities should regain 
their footing, although slipping earnings growth 
because of margin pressures could weigh on prices. 
Non-U.S. developed and emerging-market equities 
sport deeply discounted valuations to that of the U.S. 
However, the global macro setting is highly uncertain 
with the war raging in Ukraine and China’s feeble 
economic growth. Should a negotiated ceasefire occur 
in Eastern Europe and China take material measures 
to reboot its economy, foreign equity markets could 
benefit greatly. For that reason, while preferring U.S. 
equity markets for now, we have international equities 
on upgrade alert. 

•    Sectors – We favor those areas where scarcity of 
resources is as much of a driver as is demand, principally 
Materials and Energy. We couple those with defensive 
growth stocks in Health Care and Consumer Staples. We 
are poised to elevate our view on small caps, as they 
possess unreasonably low valuations when compared to 
their large-company peers.     

•    Commodities – We are bullish on commodities, 
particularly oil and industrial metals. Sufficient global 
demand and stringent supply management—principally 
administered by OPEC member Saudi Arabia—boosted 
oil prices, which were then amplified by the sanctions 

on Russian oil. That is unlikely to be relieved in the near 
term. Separately, industrial metals stand to benefit from 
ongoing manufacturing activity, the de-carbonization 
movement, expanding purchases of electric vehicles, 
and fiscal policies both here and abroad designed to 
address aged infrastructure and spur jobs and economic 
growth. As a hedge, gold might offer support against a 
flaring geopolitical risk and path-risk for inflation.

Our prognostication for the U.S. stock market’s path forward 
includes three potential outcomes that emanate from 
various economic scenarios that could unfold. We assign 
a likelihood to each to express our confidence level in the 
forecast presented. In preview, we are cautiously optimistic 
that a recovery in stock prices will regain some of the lost 
ground the deep correction so far this year has imparted. 
While it seems unrealistic that the returns earned over the 
remainder of 2022 will retake the year’s high on January 3, 
we do envision upside from today’s levels that should prove 
flattering vis-à-vis the alternatives of return generated from 
bonds or cash.      
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VARIOUS ECONOMIC SCENARIOS AND PROBABLE OUTCOMES 

Scenario 1: Things Go Right

The economy continues to grow, albeit modestly, and 
inflationary forces begin to dissipate. While price increases 
remain somewhat above the Federal Reserve’s comfort 
level, investors come to expect policymakers will ease the 
pace in which further rate hikes are needed. The labor 
market remains healthy and wage gains, while slowing, 
turn positive on a real basis, which helps to support 
consumer spending. Business activity expands sufficiently 
as to deliver mid-single-digit profit growth. The midterm 
elections result in a market-friendly Congressional 
composition giving investors some assurance that 
corporate tax rates and regulatory headwinds don’t impair 
corporate margins. Risk assets are rewarded, and equities 
stage a vigorous rally into year-end. The S&P 500 climbs 
to 4,500-4,700—an increase that is more than 20% higher 
than current levels, but below the closing price peak of 
4,797 achieved on January 3.

Probability: 5%

Scenario 2: At the Gates of Stagflation

The economy trundles along as inflation bites 
consumption and businesses curb hiring and spending 
plans. The Federal Reserve increases rates aggressively 
to topple inflation, but the labor market begins to weaken 
as a result. Rising costs and worrying economic forecasts 
that raise the possibility of a recession dampen animal 
spirits. Inflation does recede, but only to a level that 
remains well above the Federal Reserve’s target of 
2%. The strength of consumer balance sheets helps 
to produce a positive impulse for domestic activity, 
deferring prospects for a recession well into 2023. 
The stock market hammers out a bottom in the range 
of 3,600-3,800 on the S&P 500 before a sustained 
rally matures. Investors, having fully discounted a non-
recession slowdown in both growth and earnings, return 
as buyers to drive the market back up to 4,200-4,400.

Probability: 85% 

BOTTOM LINE: ENSEMBLE FORECAST

Weighing the probabilities around the three scenarios 
outlined leads us to a second-half target price for the 
S&P 500 Index of 4,300. Encouragingly, the market 
historically trends with an upward bias, however, the 
degree of uncertainty that is currently permeating 
throughout the macroeconomic landscape forces us to 
acknowledge a range of outcomes, a.k.a. “fat tails,” that 
are wider than those in many of our past publications but 
no less plausible.

Scenario 3:  Fallout

Inflation remains stubbornly sticky, with no significant 
relief apparent. The economy slows down meaningfully, 
even nosing into a mild recession later this year or early 
next. The Federal Reserve continues to act to cool prices 
and hikes rates beyond the unobservable neutral rate 
(estimated to be 2.5%). Tightening financial conditions 
intersect with an already sluggish economy to thwart the 
expansion. With a recession all but certain and inflation 
that refuses to subside to a more benign level, investors 
face an extended period of very weak or falling profits. 
While rallies develop from time to time, and equities 
ultimately trend somewhat higher, the progress made 
leaves the index down double-digits for the year. The S&P 
500 does climb to 4,000-4,200, but not before nearing 
3,500 and possibly plunging to 3,200, especially if an 
exogenous event such as a geopolitical blunder or COVID 
resurgence emerges.              

Probability: 10%
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He received his education 
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and is a CFA Charterholder.

In the U.S., the Aggregate Bond Market 
Index has, thus far, posted a total return 
of -8.9%, which is almost twice as big as 
the second-worst start in history: -4.9% in 
1976. The bad news is that a major source 
of this weak performance—Fed policy—
seems no closer to equilibrium than it was 
earlier in the year. Significant risks remain, 
particularly regarding the settling rate of 
inflation and how the Fed will have to react 
to it. The good news, however, is that the 
risk/return tradeoff in all manner of fixed 
income instruments is far more favorable 
going forward than at any time in the past 
two years.

Just before the halfway mark of the year, 
long-term interest rates are up considerably, 
with 10-year Treasury yields trading 
around 3.35%, a 1.85% increase thus far. 
More remarkable, however, is the move in 
short- to intermediate-term interest rates, 
with 2-year Treasury yields trading at 
nearly 3.25%—a 2.50% increase from the 
beginning of the year.

Compounding these increases in interest 
rates, credit spreads are also significantly 

wider, hampered by rapidly fading animal 
spirits in a wide range of risk-asset 
markets. The net effect is that safe-haven 
securities like Treasuries are down in price 
significantly, but other asset classes such 
as investment-grade corporate bonds and 
municipal bonds have fallen even further 
in price. There truly is nowhere to hide in 
financial markets in 2022.

While it is too soon to expect a recession, it 
is certainly time to fret about one. And the 
fixed income markets are doing just that. 
There are two major indicators—the shape 
of the forward interest rate curve between 
12 and 18 months, and the six-month rolling 
change in high-yield spread—both of which 
point to a high probability of economic 
downturn. As of the end of May, a probit 
model based on these two indicators noted 
a 39% chance of recession; while the model 
uses monthly average data, were we to 
update it for conditions as of June 25, that 
probability would increase to roughly 55%. 
Historically, this model does not generate 
probabilities above 65% unless a recession 
is already in progress.

The first half of 2022 has been the worst first half in history for the bond markets. Interest 
rates are higher in nearly every developed market around the world, and risk-taking 
sentiment has been consistently poor, leading credit-sensitive assets to underperform. 
While we forecasted a year of significantly rising interest rates in Outlook 2022, our 
projections were at the halfway mark—far too sanguine compared to what emerged.

Chart 4:  Annual Fixed Income Returns 1976-2021

(Source: Janney Investment Strategy Group; Bloomberg)
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Chart 5:  Yields Moved Persistently Higher

(Source: Janney Investment Strategy Group; Bloomberg)
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Making matters more complicated is that the U.S. is bouncing 
between deflation (2020) and inflation (2022) with troubling 
rapidity. We can only conclude that the economy remains 
in disequilibrium from the pandemic and policy shocks 
in recent years. The nature of complex systems is that, 
when they are out of balance, they typically jump between 
alternative disequilibria. For our purposes, that means the 
most likely follow-up to uncomfortably high inflation is an 
oscillation back to disinflation and so forth until we reach an 
economy-wide price equilibrium, perhaps as late as 2024.

In the interim, the Fed will act. The path to that outcome is 
likely to be very messy, as the Federal Reserve scrambles 
to tame inflation expectations. That scramble likely includes 
a 50-to-75-basis-point rate hike at their July meeting 
(after 75 basis points in June) and at least another 125 
basis points in hikes thereafter, bringing overnight interest 
rates to around 3.25-3.50% by year’s end. If 3.25-3.50% is 
indeed the peak of overnight interest rates for this cycle, 
5-year Treasury yields should top out at a similar level; in 
mid-June, 5-year yields tagged 3.50%.

Given this economic outlook and the very considerable 
increase in interest rates year-to-date, the risks tilt towards 
a decline in intermediate- to longer-term interest rates 
in the final quarters of 2022. That outcome is hard to 
imagine with yields rising so violently in early summer, but 
one counterintuitive maxim of monetary economics is that 
the faster the Fed hikes interest rates, the sooner they’re 
going to have to cut them to protect the economy. And as 
the markets price in the probability of economic slowing 
and future Fed rate cuts, long-term interest rates are likely 
to decline. That said, the economic climate is evolving 
incredibly quickly. As such, it is critical to put a wide error 
band around any projection.

The single biggest argument to extend fixed income 
portfolio durations to neutral at this point is not that rates 
might decline, but rather that breakevens have moved up 
considerably. A breakeven in this context represents the 
change in interest rates or spread required to push market 
values of a bond low enough to wipe out 12 months’ worth 
of income. When that income value is low—as was the case 
in 2020 through 2021—a small increase in interest rates 
can overwhelm what was low income generation.

Currently, with yields considerably higher and spreads 
wider, the breakeven rate is significantly higher. By way 
of concrete example, a generic 5-year A-rated corporate 
bond in June 2021 was yielding roughly 1.20%. A +0.25% 
increase in interest rates at the time would have pushed 
the market value of that bond down by -1.2%, indicating 
a 0.25% breakeven rate. Today, that same hypothetical 
bond yields 4.30%, and it would take a +0.94% further 
increase in interest rates to counteract a full year’s worth 
of income generation. Quite aside from the future interest 
rate outlook, higher breakevens justify moving portfolio 
durations from underweight to at least neutral.

While we were bearish on interest rates heading into 2022, 
we were constructive on spread asset classes such as 
corporate credit and municipals. 

Chart 7:  5-Year Yields Usually Peak At/Near Fed Funds Pricing Peak
(~3% this Cycle)

(Source: Janney Investment Strategy Group; Bloomberg)
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Chart 6:  Pricing in Short-Term Interest Rate Markets & Widening HY 
Spreads Imply 53% Chance of Recession in Next 12 Months

(Source: Janney Investment Strategy Group; Bloomberg)
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Chart 8:  At These Yields, Investors Have Better Protection Against 
Further Increases in Rates

(Source: Janney Investment Strategy Group; Bloomberg)
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The reason was simple: Corporate and municipal 
balance sheets were in the best shape they’d been in 
decades, with plenty of excess cash and relatively little 
leverage. Moreover, thanks to early refinancings amid 
low rates in 2021, only 12% of index-eligible high-yield 
corporate bonds mature before 2025. That combination 
speaks to strong fundamentals, which have mattered 
not at all. Instead, it has been skittish holders that sold 
credit alongside equities who dominated 2022’s spread 
markets. Our optimistic call in those markets has thus far 
proven convincingly wrong. The good news at this point, 
however, is that spreads in many asset classes are wide 
enough to price in a lot of bad news going forward, and 
credit and muni holders are paid a lot more to wait today 
than at the beginning of the year.  

As with the level of interest rates, spreads now have 
wider breakevens, which is at least somewhat compelling. 
In addition, healthy balance sheets across much of the 
investment-grade and high-yield corporate world continue 
to offer fundamental protection against a deteriorating 
economic climate.

Nevertheless, the volatile performance of risk assets 
overall will likely prove problematic for more aggressive 
credits. As such, we hold an up-in-credit bias in 
investment-grade and high-yield credit for the second 
half of 2022, pending significant further spread widening 
that leaves pricing undeniably attractive, or a recovery in 
animal spirits that boosts all risk-asset classes (and that 
recovery, should it emerge, is arguably better expressed 
in equity positioning, not fixed income).

There are two exceptions of spread sectors which appear 
attractively valued: Preferred securities and tax-exempt 
municipal bonds. What the sectors have in common is 
that, unlike most fixed income instruments, demand is 
dominated by individual investors, not institutions. Heavy 
outflows from both sectors left valuations relatively 
attractive, albeit with elevated volatility.

Preferred mutual funds and exchange-traded funds (ETFs) 
have faced nearly $3 billion of outflows in 2022, creating 
heavy forced selling. High-net-worth investors, meanwhile, 
have been heavy sellers of individual names. While the 
heavy interest rate risk in many corners of the preferred 
market means it makes little sense to buy indiscriminately, 
many shorter-duration components of the sector are very 
inexpensive. For example, a custom index of fixed-to-floating 
rate securities rose in yield +2.25% more year-to-date 2022 
than an index of similar duration—BBB-rated corporate 
bonds. While outflows might continue to prove problematic, 
the incremental yield and carry is quite attractive.

In a similar vein, retail outflows from municipal mutual funds, 
as well as high-net-worth selling of individual munis, has 
put a big dent in the municipal bond markets. Valuations 
as a whole are moderately inexpensive, although not as 
obviously so as in preferreds. There are some critical 
risks emerging in the muni markets, however, which lend 
themselves to an up-in-credit bias, even though the sector 
is nicely valued. One of the biggest credit benefits of the 
pandemic municipal environment was the increase in 
asset values (stocks, bonds, and alternatives) that inflated 
pension-funding ratios at many municipalities. In 2022, with 
both equities and bonds down double-digits, we’re likely to 
feel the reverse effect on municipal pensions, with funding 
ratios falling. The California Public Employees’ Retirement 
System (CalPERS)—which is well-funded, but a good 
example of national trends—recently unofficially reported 
a -10% decline as of May. Unlike in the pandemic period, 
there will be no federal support in 2022-2023.

Those statements perhaps sound alarming, but the effects 
of market value retracements on pension funds will almost 
certainly be concentrated at lower-funded pensions. In 
other words, they’re unlikely to significantly affect the vast 
majority of municipal credits, which remain in fundamentally 
good shape with wide fund balances and excess cash built 
up since 2020. It is, however, a reason to hold an up-in-
credit bias in munis as the U.S. economy faces growth risks.

Charts 9 and 10:   Muni and Preferred Flows

(Source for charts 9 and 10: Janney Investment Strategy Group; Investment Company Institute; Bloomberg)
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To summarize our key fixed income views: While we 
believe there is a probability longer-term interest rates 
will end the year lower on a growth scare, there is a 
tremendous amount of uncertainty as to the settling rate  
of inflation, and in turn, the peak fed funds rate.

Uncertainty aside, with the massive backup in interest 
rates, it makes sense to shift from an underweight 
duration to neutral duration. In spread asset classes 
(notably corporate credit), while valuations are far more 
attractive today than at any point in 2021, the absence of 
animal spirits in risk-asset markets prescribes a defensive 
approach and an up-in-credit bias. The one exception to 
that bias is in preferreds, a sector in which retail-driven 
outflows have opened up attractive opportunities. Finally, 
within the tax-exempt market, while valuations of the sector 
are reasonably appealing, declines in pension asset values 
pose a risk for weaker credits.

Thus far, 2022 has been a rough year for nearly all financial 
markets. Fixed income has failed to provide the portfolio 
protection it typically does in equity bear markets. With 
short-term inflation highly uncertain and Fed policy in 
superspeed tightening mode, there has been nowhere 
to hide. Accordingly, it is difficult to have confidence in 
any significant views for the back half of the year. The real 
change this year is that fixed income is finally generating 
significant income for holders and at the very least, that 
income generation provides a cushion to protect against 
further downside.

Table 1:  Janney Investment Strategy Group’s Interest Rate Forecasts

(Source: Janney Investment Strategy Group; Bloomberg)

2yr 
Treasury

5yr 
Treasury

10yr 
Treasury

30yr 
Treasury

2yr/10yr 
Spread

5yr/30yr 
Spread

Current 3.06% 3.23% 3.15% 3.24% 0.09% 0.01%

3Q 2022 3.00% 3.05% 2.90% 3.00% -0.10% -0.05%

4Q 2022 2.90% 2.90% 2.75% 2.85% -0.15% -0.05%

2Q 2023 2.15% 2.00% 1.85% 2.00% -0.30% 0.00%

4Q 2023 1.65% 1.75% 1.90% 2.10% 0.25% 0.35%
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